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We all are
Delaviuda

A Word from our CEO
Presenting a sustainability report involves reflecting and taking a look at the past, the efforts, hopes, difficulties
and achievements; but also looking to the future and the challenges, opportunities and hopes that we face as
a Group.
This year, as I went through the pages of this report, I felt “admiration and confidence”, feelings that I am sure
you will also share with me when you read them, especially if you are one of the people who make up the
section “we are” Delaviuda.
Market trends, new forms of consumption and consumer tastes, demand today a new vision capable of
projecting the company to a new stage. Almost two years ago we began an ambitious process of cultural and
business transformation based on three major strategic pillars: internationalization, deseasonalization and
the reinvention of new consumption habits for Christmas.
These have been months of sacrifice and intense teamwork, but together we have been able to face this challenge. This has
allowed us to achieve the results that are detailed in the report and that confirm the success of our vision of growth and
sustainability for the coming years and for the next generations.
In the economic year which ended on June 30th, 2018, Delaviuda Confectionery Group reached a
combined turnover of 117.9 million euros and a production volume of 17.8 million tons. Consistent with our
internationalization strategy, 52% of the total turnover corresponds to the foreign market, leaving a 48% for
the national one.
In line with our objectives of deseasonalizing and reinventing the consumption of Christmas products, this year
Delaviuda Confectionery Group got out of the conventional and broke molds. Supported by a strong innovation
strategy, we have started a new stage in our history, making El Almendro return home every day of the year and
introducing new and original ways to consume turron at home.
In that sense, the great milestone of the year has been that our legendary brand “El Almendro” has returned to stay in our
homes every day of the year thanks to the launch of its new products, ready to be consumed at any time: Cubits, bars, biscuits
and brownies, with almonds as the main ingredient, positioning itself as an expert brand for that fruit. In addition, all this has
been accompanied by the renewal of its brand image, now fresher and closer.
The effort and enthusiasm of our team to innovate and offer groundbreaking, natural and healthy products to the
market, has already begun to be publicly recognized, with two Premios Innoval 2018, within the fourteen existing
categories.
Needless to say, in order to achieve these results we had to address numerous projects in terms of efficiency
and competitiveness. In this regard, we would like to highlight the design and implementation of an additional
production line for the new range of products El Almendro all year round, and the changes made to adapt to the
new concepts of turron.

This year, as I went through the pages of this report,
I felt “admiration and confidence”, feelings that I am sure
you will also share with me when you read them,
especially if you are one of the people
who make up the section “we are” Delaviuda.

These advances would not have been possible without the involvement of all the people who are part of the Delaviuda
Confectionery Group. They are the main and necessary shift lever for achieving our strategic challenges. For this reason,
we have launched the project “Proyecto Confía”, a work plan of several years with which we want to improve the quality
of life of “our people”, and at the same time enhance the commitment and the retention and attraction of talent.
Finally, this year, we have also wanted to continue inspiring stories from our Foundation with initiatives that
place value on friendship, family or solidarity, values that fit perfectly with the spirit of our Group.
Once again, I want to thank and congratulate all the people that are part of and are themselves Delaviuda.
The sum of the will of all of us is the key factor for the achievement of our transformation plan: our project of
a common future.
Manuel López Donaire
CEO Delaviuda Confectionery Group
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future
Changing the present,
reinventing the
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2017

Milestones of the year

2017

At Delaviuda Confectionery Group we understood that a profound
cultural and business transformation was necessary in order to face, in
the best conditions, a future marked by competitiveness, technology,
new ways of doing things, and, especially, by changes in the tastes and
preferences of an increasingly demanding consumer.

September

• Strengthening and Sizing
of the People and Talent
Management area

December
• FEDETO Award in RSC

We had and have before us the great challenge of the growth and sustainability of the Group.
To this end, during this year, we have continued to take steps towards achieving the goal of reaching the
figure of 500 million euro turnover in 2027, the year in which we will celebrate 100 years of Delaviuda.
All of this is based on the Group’s long-term commitment and on our three main strategic pillars:
internationalization, deseasonalization and he reinvention of new consumption habits for Christmas.

January
• 5 of our brand turron products
within the TOP 10 of the
Spanish turron

For Delaviuda, the year 2017-2018 has meant breaking out of the conventional, breaking molds. Supported by a
strong innovation strategy, we have begun a new stage in our history, offering products El Almendro throughout
the year and introducing new and unprecedented ways of consuming turron.

February
• Holding the I Annual
Conference of Transformation

2018

March

Stepping out of the conventional,
breaking molds

• The new image of El Almendro
• Launch of all-year product
range El Almendro

April
• 2 Alimentaria Awards for
Innovation

June
• Divestment from the breakfast
crunchy muesli cereal
business and investment to
push our bar business
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Business model

+70

Making the world a sweeter place by creating value for our stakeholders.

Present in

This goal encourages us to continue working every day to be the leading company in
the sector of turron, confectionery and bars.

countries

We are present in the business of turron, confectionery and bars through various companies located in Spain,
France and the United States, as shown in the following table. The Group’s business is mainly developed by
Delaviuda Alimentación and Artenay Bars.

Delaviuda Confectionery Group, SLU

leader

Delaviuda Alimentación SAU (100%)
Spanish company dedicated to the business of
turron, confectionery and chocolate
Almendralia Ibérica SL (50%)
Spanish company dedicated to the exploitation of
almonds and their later commercialization

2

in the industry of turron,
marzipan and confectionery products

Delaviuda USA Inc ( 100%)
American society dedicated to the provision of commercial agent services in the United States

production centers
Sonseca (Spain) and
Artenay (France)

Fondation “Vuelve a casa”-El Almendro (100%)
Our small part in enhancing people’s well-being
Artenay Internacional SLU (100%)
Spanish society dedicated to shareholding

Artenay Bars SAS (100%)
French company dedicated to the bar business

34

production
lines
(Spain)

Corporate structure on June 30th, 2018 business

2

production
lines
(France)

Clients

During this financial year, the strategic decision was made to divest from the breakfast crunchy muesli cereal
business developed at the French plant. This transaction consisted of the sale of the goodwill associated with
that line of business (industrial assets, formulas, raw materials, contracts with suppliers, customers...).

Travel Retail,
Retail,
Horeca,
Impulso and
Food Service

We currently market our products in more than 70 countries. We have two production centers: one in Sonseca
(Spain) with 34 production lines and one in Artenay (France) with 2 lines, from where we serve our customers,
which include Travel Retail, Retail, Horeca, Impulso and Food Service.
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Own brands

Brand manifest
We are passion for the almond, its essence, its goodness, its flavor.
We come from where the trees have sturdy roots and delicate flowers.
We love food, subtle nuances, aromas, textures...

Synonymous with quality and good work
in the preparation of Christmas specialties, chocolate and bonbons.
A timeless brand, artisan, trustworthy and with traditional products.

We support the natural and advocate following a rich and healthy diet.
We know about the benefits and possibilities that almonds offer us and we feel like their ambassadors.
We want you to discover all the things that almonds can bring to your life.
So that you can enjoy taking care of yourself without renouncing the flavor.

Our expert brand in almond products

In line with the strategic challenge of deseasonalization and focusing on new consumption habits, we have
re-launched our brand El Almendro, with a new, fresher and more modern image, adapted to the tastes of
new audiences and under which we offer products -with high almond content- throughout the year.

To support the repositioning of the brand and to make the new range of products known
to the consumer, the Group launched a strong advertising campaign.
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Governance model

Delaviuda Confectionery Group is a family group with 100% Spanish
capital. The Group has a family protocol that provides solidity and
guarantees the sustainability of the company, as the shareholders
commit, among other aspects, to maintaining corporate assets and
using the best corporate governance practices. On the other hand,
there is a strong commitment to the strategy and the long term.
Delaviuda Confectionery Group has a solidary administration exercised by Manuel López Donaire (executive
‘dominical’* manager) and María Belén López Donaire (‘dominical’ manager). Alfredo López Rojas holds the honorary
presidency.
(*Under Spanish law, outside directors are divided into independent and ‘dominicales’. They represent the most significant shareholders of the company)

In addition, there are other bodies involved in the administration and management of the Group.

Business Advisory Board
It is composed of senior executives of the Group and two independent directors.
This body meets 10 times a year and acts as a mentor, supervisor and promoter of the Executive
Committee, without interfering in its functions. This Board advises on strategic financial matters,
markets and products, competitors or technology. Members are appointed for periods of 5 years.

Executive Board
It meets monthly to supervise the development and implementation of the Group’s strategy, the
control of budgets and the coordination of the activities to be carried out by the different boards and
departments of the Group. It is also responsible for establishing the action plan for the Group.
Manuel López Donaire, CEO
Manuel del Pino Martínez, Vice President
Isabel Sánchez Ruiz, Corporate, Communication and Personnel General Manager
Jesús Carrasco Raso, General Manager of Operations
Enrique Guzmán Condado, Director General of Markets and New Projects
Francisco Rodríguez Flores, General Manager of Trademark Business

30th June 2018

Transformation Board
Body created in 2017 with the aim of working towards a model characterized by leadership through
example, teamwork, openness to new ideas, communication at all levels and attention to people.
This Committee is represented by the Group’s Directors and Managers and meets every four months.

CSR Board
Manuel López Donaire, CEO
Xavier Mir de la Fuente, Independent Director
Carlos Mejías, Independent Director
Manuel del Pino Martínez, Vice President
Isabel Sánchez Ruiz, Corporate, Communication and Personnel General Manager
Jesús Carrasco Raso, General Manager of Operations
Enrique Guzmán Condado, Director General of Markets and New Projects
Francisco Rodríguez Flores, General Manager of Trademark Business

It is transversal in nature with representation from the different departments of the Group. It is a
permanent, informative and consultative internal body, without executive functions, with powers of
information, advice and proposal within the scope of Corporate Social Responsibility.

The organizational model is designed to address the Group’s strategic challenges. In this structure, the CEO
holds executive functions and there are four general managements:
- General Management of Markets and New Projects
- General Management of Operations
- Communication, Personnel and Corporate General Management
- General Management of Trademark Business

30th June 2018

On the other hand, work continued to ensure that the Group’s activity is carried out in accordance with the highest ethical standards
and that the Criminal Compliance Program is fully integrated into the organization. Along these lines, the Corporate Services and
Compliance area has been strengthened through the hiring of specialized personnel. Next year there will be a review and update
of the Group’s code of conduct and the compliance, anti-corruption and complaint channel policies.
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Profit/loss for the year

Milestones 2017-2018

Sale of breakfast crunchy muesli cereal business to boost the bar business

Almendralia Project

The divestment from the breakfast crunchy muesli cereal business was the result of the strategic decision to
rationalize our portfolio and focus on our more specialized products with higher added value.

Within the framework of the almond plantation and exploitation project, a capital increase
was made with the aim of expanding the surface area for the exploitation of almonds to
reach the planned 2,000 hectares. Work is currently underway to find new farms both in
Spain and Portugal.

This operation will allow us to concentrate resources and efforts on developing and exploiting the bar
business, where Delaviuda CG can take advantage of its differential competitive advantages in technology,
R & D & I, quality and customer service. This way we can give a quick response to the demands of our
customers and consumers.
At the staff level, all the jobs in the plant in France have been maintained.

2015 Start of the project
2016 First phase of planting on the farm of Tejada de Tiétar
(Cáceres). 218 hectares of almond trees
2017 Commissioning of the experimental zone
2019 Planned first harvest
Main financial figures (Delaviuda Alimentación + Artenay Bars)

Leaders at Christmas
Our brands experienced a significant growth with respect to the previous campaign, with above-market
figures for turron and Christmas specialties. According to the consultancy firm IRI, five of our products
ranked among the 10 most sold manufacturer brands.
The El Almendro brand grew 10.22% in value in the turron segment, well above the 3.68% increase in
this market in general. This important increase is due, on the one hand, to the consumers’ preference for
its hard and soft turrons, which have been positioned among the three most sold products during the
campaign; and, on the other hand, to the great reception of its Assorted Tray of Turron (Bandeja Surtida
de Turrones), which grew 111.74% in value with respect to the previous year, becoming the leading
product of innovation in the last two years among the brands of manufacturers.
Meanwhile, Delaviuda grew 9.74% in value in the market for Christmas specialties, above the 7%
recorded by this market.

10,22% 9,74%
El Almendro grew by

Main milestones

Delaviuda grew by

Main Figures DCG
Turnover
Added value (IC)
Accounting EBITDA
Transformation expenses
Adjusted EBITDA
Net profit
Cash Flow
Material investments
Net Assets
Wages and salaries
Social security contributions
Corporate taxes
Other taxes and duties

2016-2017
120.644.410
42.805.140
9.421.934
---9.543.223
4.958.280
7.642.819
1.483.180
46.531.638
13.353.493
4.235.543
1.974.487
529.780

2017-2018
117.992.068
44.508.26
6.583.391
2.967.722
8.961.715
2.700.693
5.236.808
3.895.041
48.291.153
13.684.450
4.520.785
1.081.810
490.113

Delaviuda Confectionery Group obtained, in the fiscal year ending June 30th, 2018, a combined turnover of 117.9
million euros compared to the 120.6 million of the previous year, which means a decrease of 2%. The volume of
production has reached a figure of 17.8 million tons, 6% lower than the previous year. At the beginning of the financial
year 2017/2018, there was the strategic decision of leaving the breakfast crunchy muesli cereal business, reducing its
volume and income accordingly. The business was sold on July 1st, 2018.
In terms of distribution by geographical area, the international market now accounts for 52% of the global figure and
the national figure stands at 48%.
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Evolution of turnover (euros)

60,731,876

In addition, some items considered necessary to meet the Group’s strategic transformation objectives
(transformation expenses) were increased, reaching approximately 3 million euros:

61,234,280

57,518,395

61,310,313

61.898.577

60,768,686

58,745,833

61,454,975
•Personnel expenses, as a consequence of the strategy of searching for new talent.

56,537,093

52,396,267
2013-2014

• The costs of development, industrialization, presentation to the trade and communication
to the consumer of the new project to deseasonalize the El Almendro brand.
• The development and industrialization costs of our product El Almendro turron sticks,

2014-2015

2015-2016

Domestic sales

2016-2017

which will see the light of day in the next Christmas campaign.

2017-2018

International sales

The income from the sale of these products will begin to materialize in the next financial
year 2018-2019.

Volume of production (kg)

% Production broken down by product type

Marzipan

13.3%

17,776,962

18,868,581

6.1%

Creation and distribution
of value

Muesli

42.7%
Bars

15.5%

Chocolate

22.4%
2016-2017

Turrons

2017-2018

As we grow, we are capable
of distributing value among
our
stakeholders:
creating
employment,
favoring
the
hiring of local suppliers, paying
dividends to our shareholders or
contributing to the well-being and
improvement of society through
the payment of taxes, support for
the business network or through
solidarity initiatives.

added value and reducing commoditized products with little added value, which will place us in the optimal
conditions to achieve the strategic challenges of deseasonalization, internationalization and reinvention
of Christmas.

Deseasonalization, internationalization and reinvention
of new formats of consumption at Christmas.
18
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You are
Delaviuda
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When each person counts

Throughout the trajectory of organizations, different moments of
growth and change will be faced. The ability to move ahead in the
decisions, the ability to anticipate trends, the focus on innovation or
the degree of commitment will determine its ability to advance to the
next stage and its projection for the following years and subsequent
generations.

The sum of the will of all the people that are part of the organization is a fundamental factor for the
achievement of our transformation plan: our project for a common future.
Like any change, the process of transformation in which we are immersed generates great doses of excitement
and some uncertainty. The first results obtained confirm the success of our vision of transformation with
which we face new business challenges that will contribute to our growth and sustainability in the coming
years.
Today, market trends, new forms of consumption and consumer tastes, demand a new vision of the future
capable of projecting the company to a new stage in which a transformative effort is required in which each
person who is part of Delaviuda CG is once again protagonist.

Each collaborator
is a major player
22
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Facing this transformation together.
Project “Confía”
In Delaviuda Confectionery Group we trust in people as a necessary shift lever to reach our strategic
challenges. We are aware that it is a transformation based on people.
In this sense, Project “Confía “is the framework through which we are working to understand the real needs
and interests of the people who make up the Group to improve their quality of life, enhance commitment,
retain and attract talent.
To carry out this project, led by the Communication, Personnel and Corporate General Management, we
have worked on the following aspects:
• The organizational analysis
Consolidating the new structure and strengthening the key Managements: R & D, Marketing, Commercial,
Operations and Personnel.
• Engagement
- Promoting communication, with a vertical and transversal nature, and with a direct impact on the
motivation and sense of belonging.
- Implementing and improving reconciliation measures.
• Talent
- Preparing a “Job and Talent Map” that establishes the bases of the new management model by skills.
- Selecting and integrating key profiles for the transformation process
The progress of our cultural transformation process is measured through the Transformation Board,
which meets quarterly, and which aims to direct teams towards a new model characterized by leadership
through example, teamwork, openness to new ideas, communication at all levels and attention to people

P R OJ E T “ CO N F Í A“ 2 0 1 7 - 2 0 1 8

Consolidating key structures and profiles
With an eye on the three major strategic challenges, we have defined a new organizational structure in the
R & D, Marketing, Commercial, Operations and Personnel Managements, bringing in key profiles with an
extensive expertise in these matters.
On the other hand, we have received the advice of professionals in the process of deseasonalization with
the aim of having the tools and adequate training resources to promote cultural change and strengthen the
sales process throughout the year.
We have also strengthened other points such as the structure oriented to the development of our
international business, specifically in the United States, and we have integrated the Occupational Risk
Prevention function in Personnel Management.

Teamwork,,
Opening of new ideas,
Communication at all levels,
Attention to people

Implementation of
measures

Diagnosis

Configuration of
measures

Impact assessment
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Enhancing Talent
In Delaviuda Confectionary Group we opt for enhancing the talent of the people who make up the Group.
In this respect, we have executed the first two phases of the ‘Map of positions and talent’ project as a new
management model by skills.

In Spain, we completed 12,609 hours of training this year, almost 5,000 hours more than in the previous
year, through 71 courses.
The training courses combine the reinforcement of specific skills related to Quality and R & D, as well as transversal
competences such as project management, management skills, languages or office automation.

Likewise, we have increased the hours and investment in training our staff.

Spain
Training courses, attendees and hours by area and gender. Delaviuda 2017-2018
Area

2,901

3,139

Total Training attendees
Delaviuda Confectionery Group

Number		 Assistants		
of courses
Women
Women
Total

Production
Maintenance
Quality and R&D
Administrative
Supply chain
OccupationalRiskPrevention
Total
2016-2017

25
2
8
23
7
6
71

1.062
100
195
26
325
1.708

581
134
47
106
36
227
1.131

1.643
134
147
301
62
552
2.839

Women

Hours
Men

Total

1.551
1.342
3.035
142
736
6.807

2.629
440
420
1.456
60
798
5.803

4.180
440
1.762
4.491
203
1.534
12.609

2017-2018

France has also continued with its annual training plan, completing a total of 724 hours, a large part of which was
devoted to the areas of Production and Maintenance.
Total Training Investment
Delaviuda Confectionery Group

Training Hours
Delaviuda Confectionery Group

France
Training courses, attendees and hours by area and gender: Artenay

9,586
2016-2017

2017-2018

2016-2017

141,174 €

94,235 €

13,333

2017-2018
Area		
Women
Production
Maintenance
Quality and R&D
Administrative
Supply chain
Total

2
0
5
3
1
11

Attendees		
Men
Total
32
16
0
1
2
51

34
16
5
4
3
62

2017-2018
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Women

Hours
Men

Total

21
0
46
18
14
99

359
224
0
14
28
625

380
224
46
32
42
724

Engagement

Looking for the best
within and outside

34

Internal communication
The Communication, Personnel and Corporate General Management has made a firm commitment to achieving
effective communication within the Group, which facilitates the development of an environment of greater trust
and fosters a sense of belonging, motivation, exchange and collaboration, all of which are necessary factors for the
transformation process in which we are immersed.

Internal
promotions

To this end, we have launched some actions:

During this year, we have innovated in the use of new tools and technologies for the management of
selection processes, favoring their optimization. In addition, we have placed special interest in recruiting
marketing to boost our attractiveness as an employer brand.
Our policy is focused on the development of all the people in the Group, always giving priority to internal
movements and promotions. This year we have promoted 34 people, 9 of whom were women and 25 men.
In addition, being aware that in the transformation process there are functions with a clear role of “Agent
of Change” and with a mission to add value with new ideas, methods and processes, we have worked on
the identification of external talent from the areas R & D, Marketing, Sales, Industrialization and Talent
Management.

Fun at Work Day

Coffee with the CEO
Initiative in which the employees,
regardless of their training, the time
they have been in the company or
the tasks they perform, have the
chance to have informal chats with
our CEO, Manuel López Donaire.

An entertainment day that aims to
highlight the importance of humor,
companionship and teamwork as
a basis for creating a good working
environment.

First Edition of Veterans Day
Annual activity that aims to maintain the bond that unites
our Group with those people who have been part of the
history of the company, and without whom our trajectory
would not have been the same.

New recruits
Man
9
27
21
57

Over 50 years old
30 and 50 years old
Under 30
Total

Woman
14
45
25
84

In this First Edition, 13 of our “veterans” returned to the
Sonseca factory to learn from our CEO, Manuel López, all
the developments that have taken place in our company. In
addition, they visited the production plant, the offices and
the R&D&i center.

Annual Conference on Cultural
and Business Transformation
Fourth Photography
Contest

Due to the incorporation of new talent in recent years, we have perfected our program and we have defined
the policies and the strategy for the management of commitment thanks to the implementation of the ‘Map
of positions and talent’ in the Group, allowing the construction of career plans and roadmaps for certain
positions and professionals.

This year’s pictures had to be related to the Group’s Values. The pictures of the winners were included
in the Annual Corporate Report.

Contribute value with new id eas, methods and processes
28
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Annual Transformation Conference,
titled “We transform together”, whose
objectives were to work on the strategic
challenges and ongoing projects, as well
as on the skills and behaviors necessary
for cultural transformation; to review
shared experiences and learning; and to
conclude with individual and collective
commitments.

In addition, we have a monthly Newsletter in which corporate news is shared divided in different sections.
Finally, the improvements in our facilities in Madrid and Sonseca were aimed at creating more open spaces
that favor a pleasant work environment and teamwork.

On the basis of the results obtained, we are working on the steps to be taken to make work-life
balance a reality in our company. To date, we have measures aimed at making timetables more
flexible, as well as other reconciliation measures aimed at improving the health and well-being of
our employees through the promotion of healthy lifestyles:

Delaviuda Olympics. In this first edition, we organized padel and soccer groups, with the
participation of 62 people.

Support for work and personal life balance
In Delaviuda Confectionery Group we understand work-life balance as a new culture based on Responsibility
+ Commitment + Result; a lever for the transformation of business, aimed at promoting the quality of life
of the people who make up the Group, while strengthening their commitment and improving the results of
the company.
We are currently immersed in the design and
implementation of the necessary tools to manage
reconciliation in our Group. In the first quarter of the year,
a first phase was initiated with the purpose of detecting
the level of balance existing between work and personal
life of our staff, the degree of knowledge and satisfaction
with the existing reconciliation measures, as well as the
identification of areas of improvement and the proposal
of new measures.

R e s p o n s i b i l i t y + C o m m i tm e n t

Healthy breakfast. We supply seasonal fruit and healthy bars in the workplace to help
make snacks between meals healthier.

Within the Group we are aware of the need to understand and integrate the demands of flexibility and
quality in the job adapted to the needs of each person.
We also apply other measures which focus on the families of our employees.
• First Delaviuda Marzipan Workshop. More than 40 children
accompanied by their families joined to enjoy a fun activity in which
the little ones were able to unleash their creativity by molding their own
marzipan figures.
• Children’s Christmas Letter Competition. Our CSR department
organized a new contest for the youngest: Letter to the Three Kings
or Letter to Santa Claus. Family members of Delaviuda employees
under 12 years of age participated in this initiative. An independent
jury selected the three winning letters, assessing their creativity
and emotion.
• Drawing Contest on Environment. Initiative aimed at the smallest
of the house with the aim of celebrating and raising awareness
about the importance of taking care of our environment.

+ R e s u lt
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Our people

In Delaviuda CG
we know that our people
are the most valuable asset
and we are very proud to
rely on the best professionals.

3,5%

53%
Are women

The average workforce
has increased

44%

With a
permanent contract

Profil de notre
personnel

3%

Currently, women represent 53% of the total workforce.
Delaviuda CG is a great family in which three generations share their passion for a job well done.

54%

People with
different abilities

At the end of the year, the average workforce of Delaviuda CG stood at 565 employees, of which 450 were
employees of Delaviuda Alimentación, 106 of Artenay Bars and 9 of Delaviuda Confectionery Group SL. Due
to Delaviuda Alimentación’s Christmas campaign, on June 30th, 2018 the Group’s workforce reached 948
employees, 3.5% more than in the previous year, of which 839 corresponded to Delaviuda Alimentación.

The majority of the workforce works as production staff in our two plants. Due to the campaign periods of our
factory in Spain, there is a high percentage of temporary and permanent seasonal contracts within the Group.

Between 30 and 50
years old

78%

Are
production staff

In Delaviuda we are a big family
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Average workforce
Delaviuda Confectionery Group

+3%

546

565

948

Total workforce
Delaviuda Confectionery Group

916

People
with disabilities
% Workforce by gender
Delaviuda Confectionery Group

2016-2017

2017-2018

2016-2017

% Workforce by age range
Delaviuda Confectionery Group

2017-2018

13%

Under 30

53%

Delaviuda Confectionery Group
2017-2018

33%

Over 50

Women

Spain *

France

Total

459

106

565

Distribution by gender
Women
Men

263
196

35
74

298
270

Distribution by age range and gender
Over 50 years old
Between 30 and 50
Under 30

152
244
63

32
67
10

184
311
73

Workforce by type of contract
Permanent
Permanent seasonal
Temporary

155
102
109		
195
7

257
109
202

Average workforce

Distribution by professional category
Executives
Middle management
Administrative
Production staff

23
22
48
366

8
23
8
70

31
45
56
436

47%
Men

54%

30 to 50

% Workforce by contract
Delaviuda Confectionery Group

% Workforce by professional category
Delaviuda Confectionery Group

4%

20%

Permanent
seasonal

Executives

44%

8%

Middle management

10%

Permanent

Administrative

*Including 9 members belonging to Delaviuda Confectionery Group, SL

36%

78%

Temporary

Other staff members
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Prevention culture

2.226

Ensuring the health and safety of our people is an essential objective within the Group. For this reason,
we work to ensure safe and healthy work environments by conducting awareness and training activities,
the implementation of prevention projects and occupational health initiatives.

hours

of employee
training

Training in health and safety

Guarantee occupational health

In order to achieve the objectives established in the Occupational Risk Prevention Policy, continuous
training is a must. Thus, year after year, we have reinforced prevention training, a task in which each and
every one of the jobs is involved.

We work in the promotion and improvement of our people’s health and safety conditions.
Among the actions promoted this year, the following stand out:

In this regard, during this year we have renewed specific courses such as working at height training, first
aid training or general occupational health and safety training.

• Convert our facilities in Spain into heart-safe areas, with a large number of people trained in the use of
defibrillators and with the necessary knowledge in first aid.
• Two shifts of nursing service (morning and afternoon).
• Conducting medical examinations for all personnel.
• Modifications made in the factory, which lead to the reduction of accidents within the workforce.
• ÉStudy of improvements for the evacuation system.
In the next year we will advance in the updating and improvement of the Occupational Health and Safety
plan, the evaluation of new positions and new areas of work or in the implementation of new projects such
as the gynecological project or the initiative “Building a healthier world”, among others.

Accident rates
Spain
2018-2017
2017-2016
Frequency rate
Severity rate

30
0,48

19,08
0,61

France
2018-2017
2017-2016
42
0,38

Frequency rate = (Number of accidents / hours worked) * 1,000,000;
Severity rate = (Number of days without working following accident / Number of hours worked) * 1,000
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22,45
0,25

Creativity and innovation

almonds
Passion for
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Investment

600,000
euro

new
signings

4

for the
Innovation team

R & D & I has been a central pillar of
the Group’s strategy during this year,
which has allowed us to respond to the
preferences of today’s consumers, to
deseasonalize the brand El Almendro
by producing new product categories,
and to create and develop a concept of
groundbreaking turron in our sector.

Our goal is to obtain a greater role, be more relevant both at Christmas and throughout the year; be able to
reactivate emotion for our brands; and captivate consumers with our brands throughout the year..
This firm commitment to development and innovation together with our expertise in almonds allows us to
continue growing and be leaders in the sector of turron, marzipan and other confectionery products, and to
move into new product areas.
The innovation strategy has been mainly oriented to the design of the new range of products El Almendro all
year round and to the development of a new concept of turron under the brand El Almendro for Christmas
2018. This strategy has been reinforced with the new positioning of El Almendro as an almond expert brand
in different categories of products.
In addition, we are working on the positioning strategy of our brand Delaviuda and on its new product
portfolio for Christmas 2018.
The Group has made an important effort with the investment of 600,000 euros and the signing of 4 people
for the Innovation team of the R & D center in Spain.
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Our goal is captivate consumers
with our brands all year round
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Breaking molds.
New moments and places of consumption
Our R & D & I center, since its constitution, has been seeking to become a multifunctional area, in which we
work from different angles and perspectives, combining youth and experience. With our sights set on the
categories in which we currently work, as well as those in which we will focus on in the future.
Today, the team consists of a group of R & D & I Chefs with
training in catering and culinary sciences, technologists,
project managers and R & D & I managers with training
in Food Science and Technology and in different areas of
Engineering, Biochemistry, Chemistry and Nutrition.

The launch of the new El Almendro range has been a milestone in the history of our company. For the first time, we are
present in the stores and supermarkets of Spain all year round.
As a result of brand innovation and in response to new trends in food, along with the new habits of
consumers, El Almendro, based on its expertise in almonds, has entered into all year round product
categories with a new range of natural products: Cubits, Bars and Biscuits.

El Almendro,
Almond experts in different
categories

They are healthy products
High almond content
Manufactured with natural products
Protein source, high in fiber and palm oil-free
Gluten-free
Low in salt
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Benefits of almonds

Nouvelle gamme
The development of this type of products opens up new opportunities in the food market in Spain,
offering a range of products that connect with consumers who already trusted in our brand, as with
new customers, especially young people.

Help to have a healthy heart
- High in monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fats
- No cholesterol or sodium
- High in Vitamins
Contains

12 vitamins, 7 minerals and high magnesium content

It is a source of protein and rich in fiber.
High prebiotic potential (improves the health of our digestive system)

100% gluten-free

Bars
Cubits

Light, crunchy snacks with 30% almond, gluten-free and palm oil-free,
with three flavors:
• Salted caramel cubits: with 27% almond and a surprising flavor,
result of the melting of caramelized white chocolate and a touch
of salt.
• Milk chocolate cubits: delicious cubits with 30% almonds combined
with the best selection of cereals and milk chocolate.
• White chocolate and raspberry cubits: a mixture of white chocolate
with the sour touch of raspberry.
La gama se presenta en dos envases para disfrutar solo o en compañía.

Almond bars, gluten and palm oil-free that provide extra energy, with three
flavors: milk chocolate, white chocolate with red fruits and almond with a pinch
of salt. An innovative 100% natural binder with no added syrups or sugars was
used for its development,.
• Almond bars with salt: our most groundbreaking variety with eight almonds
per bar and the expected salty taste associated with nuts.
• Almond and milk chocolate bars: seven almonds per bar coupled with
exquisite milk chocolate.
• Almond bars and white chocolate with red fruits: the variety more exotic.
It consists of the fusion of five almonds and seeds with white chocolate and
the best selection of red fruits.

Biscuits & Brownies
In two flavors, both gluten-free and palm oil-free.
• Almond Brownies: with the characteristic tender texture of the brownies and
the combination of its seven almonds per unit with the best chocolate.
• Almond biscuits: Individually packaged and ready to go. Each contains
6 almonds.
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El Almendro
At the same time, in response to the demand for products
in small portions and of different varieties within the
traditional range of turron, El Almendro continued to
offer an assorted tray of turron. On this occasion, the
star was the crunchy turron with flavors such as cocoa
biscuit and popping candy, along with more traditional
ones such as the crunchy almond.

Delaviuda
Barritas
For its part, the Delaviuda brand expanded its gourmet line
with new products. Gourmet coffee and Ceylon’s cinnamon
turron stand out.

Groundbreaking thinking .
New and original ways of eating turron
Our ability to imagine and develop a groundbreaking product has surprised the market. El Almendro burst
into a very traditional market with a new proposal for eating turron, combining quality, tradition and trend.
The development of a new range of products inspired by turron, but with a different approach, offers our
consumers a new way to enjoy Christmas. The innovative proposal of the brand El Almendro for Christmas
2018 consisted of a range of turron sticks with different flavors: traditional, salted caramel and milk
chocolate caramel.
Their elongated, thin shape -about 16 cm in length- makes them perfect for consumption at any time of
day; they are light, crunchy and made of almonds.
In addition, we have developed a package that, thanks to its elegant design, can be presented directly on
the table.

In the bars category, a range was launched under the umbrella of the Sunny
Grain Sport brand, made up of five products (three products strengthened with
vitamins and two products rich in proteins), and aimed at consumers who do
sport.
For its part, in the cereal bars category three products were launched with no
stabilizers and in the line of fruit bars, a range was launched in which the sugar
content is substantially reduced, maintaining 100% natural composition.
Finally, a range of fruit snacks with natural ingredients, without any additives,
artificial flavors or colorings, responding to the demand of an active and
conscientious consumer was launched.

We have improved the whole range of
energy bars, minimizing the range of
ingredients, reducing additives and
getting more natural products.
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Quality, tradition
and trend
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Harvesting the fruits

Other developments of the year

These awards are a stimulus to the work of a great team that has worked with all its strength and
commitment to innovate and offer the market groundbreaking, natural and healthy products.
Thanks to the high level of innovation of some of our proposals, this year we have obtained 3 patents:
for the new range of turron sticks, which are distinguished by their shape of thin, elongated sticks;
Cubits, characterized by their hexahedral shape, and the portion tray, the novelty of which lies in the fact that
it has a series of perimeter edges and interior recesses that prevent product movements.

Clean label bars
Delaviuda Brand

El Almendro
With our sights set on Christmas
2018, we presented a selection
of chocolate turron in a case
of eight different varieties such
as the classic chocolate turron
and chocolate turron with
almonds, or the new chocolate
turron with salty biscuit and
chocolate turron with wafer.

New consumer demands and convenience product trends are met
with new pralines in portions, to be
launched by the Delaviuda brand.
The development of this new range
includes four flavors: salted caramel, almond chocolate, three chocolates and strawberry yogurt.
The brand has also launched a new
200g tablet of salt caramel praline.

This year a wide range of cereal bars
and fruit bars was developed, in which
the range of ingredients has been minimized, reducing additives and obtaining
more natural products.

3

patents

Innoval
Awards 2018
in

2

of 14 categories

As a milestone we highlight the launch
of a range of fruit and cereal bars with
organic certification.
Thinking of those who need alternatives
adapted to their specific dietary requirements, we expanded the range of gluten-free bars.
Finally, we have continued to innovate
in novel combinations of ingredients,
developing sweet salty recipes such as
the caramel and pretzel bar, or a range
of cereal and biscuit bars.

Innoval Awards 2018
We have been awarded for the efforts made in the conception, development and
launch of the innovative products in the national market during the last two years.
The Cubits snacks received the Innoval Awards 2018 of Alimentaria in two of its categories:
the Innovation Award in the Pleasure category and the Sweets, Confectionery, Snacks and
Bakery Award.
Alimentaria is an international reference event for all professionals in the food, beverage
and food service industry. A must-attend event with innovation, the latest trends and the
internationalization of the sector.
Alimentaria has a space, Innoval, which brings together the latest launches in the industry
and serves as a trend thermometer. This year almost 300 products were presented in its 14
categories.
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Collaborative projects

ALIPROT project

Ice cream La confitería Delaviuda

This project has been carried out in consortium with different companies, public research entities and
technology centers with the objective of establishing methodologies for the design and development of
ingredients with high protein content, adapted to the nutritional and sensory requirements of groups with
greater muscle and vascular wasting, like the elderly and athletes.

As a result of the alliance with Ibense de Bornay, the oldest ice cream company in Spain, a range of artisan ice
creams was launched, which was developed jointly with its R&D&i team.
Thanks to this alliance, the experience and know-how of each of the companies are shared.

The great added value of this project lies in the fact that the entire value chain is covered, from the producers
of the raw materials to the manufacturers of final products.
As a result of the project, different options of bars and snacks with high protein content have been developed.
Characterized by a balance of amino acids, which is achieved by selecting and combining functional peptides
with proteins of different origins, products have been developed focused on the elderly and athletes.
In the final phase of this project, very satisfactory results have been achieved that have allowed us to market
crisp bars with high protein content, with pressure reduction effect, as well as myogenic effects demonstrated in
in vivo assays. Both discoveries mean that elderly and athletes will be able to enjoy, through the consumption
of our product, both benefits without resorting to additional supplements.

Launch of products
Ice cream range
• Turron
• Mascarpone cheese with chocolate and red berries
• Crunchy Chocolate Turron
• Cream with “marquesas”

Range of cakes
• Soft turron cake
• Cream cake with nuts

Development of high protein content ingredients
50
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stories
Inspiring

Photo: Ana B. Cristóbal for the Internal Photography Contest
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Sustainability
Sustainabilityreport
Report2017-2018
2017-18

The spirit of honesty, self-improvement and courage of Maria Rojas (our
founder), which over time has become a way of doing business and a part
of our corporate culture, inspiring stories within and outside our company.
These are stories with a taste of courage and entrepreneurship, difficulties
and personal drive, encounters, family, friendship or solidarity, which try to
make “the world a sweeter place”.

In addition, with the hope of achieving more, we set up, with the collaboration of Iberia, the project “Vuelve
Volando”. Thanks to this project, ninety people living abroad were able to return to their homes on family
celebrations such as Father’s Day, Mother’s Day or Easter, using discount vouchers on airline tickets purchased
from Iberia.

Emotions that make history
From our Foundation, through the third edition of
the “Vuelve a casa” competition, we have continued
to develop stories of encounters, itineraries of dreams
among participants, their families and friends, on dates
as important as Christmas.
Thus, this year the winners came back from different
parts of the world such as Geneva, Xian, Buenos Aires,
Vancouver, Lima, London, Guadalajara (Mexico), Mexico
City, Houston or Sydney.

In October 2017 we presented the II Report of the Foundation on the “Habits of the Spanish families”, whose
objective was to make the importance that the different generations give to the family in their daily life, how
their members communicate with each other, the signs of affection that they profess or in which moments they
resort to it as a fundamental support known.

A few conclusions
In

7 out of 10 families the decisions are agreed among all their members

The Spaniards speak to their family every day

3 out of 10 Spaniards live as a couple
66,6% of the families like to make joint plans
8 out of 10 Spaniards think that the family is there to help if there are problems.
Support, laughter, affection and conversation are the most valued aspects.

Currently, we are considering reviewing the goals of our Foundation to accommodate aspects, which are
also important for us, such as the promotion of entrepreneurship and employability, thus linking them, more
explicitly, to the spirit of the founder of our Group, María Rojas: a courageous woman ahead of her time, who
struggled to maintain her family business and take care on her family, and to start a new business activity that,
almost 100 years later, is employing hundreds of people.
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Boosting healthy lifestyles

Solidarity stories
We provide support through the donation of our products to non-profit
organizations dedicated to the attention of groups in situations of need, such
as the Little Sisters of the Poor, The Help of the Poor (Hermanitas de los Pobres,
El Socorro de los Pobres), Caritas, Red Cross, Messengers of Peace or CCRES
(France). In addition, we collaborate with the Food Banks of Madrid, Toledo,
Loiret and charity canteens near Artenay.

182,059
Kg donation

During the year, we supported various initiatives to promote
health and well-being through the donation of our products to
sporting events.
• San Silvestre Sonsecana
• Marzipan Cross (Cross del Mazapán) of Sonseca.
• III Carrera de la Primavera of Orgaz
Our French colleagues participated in the solidarity race
“Foulées Roses” (Pink steps), one of the most important races
in the country in favor of the fight against cancer.

+20
entities

Close stories
In Delaviuda we have a special link with Sonseca, the locality that saw the birth of our Group.
Whenever possible we support activities that can
contribute to its development. On this occasion,
we participated in the II Short Film Week of Sonseca, through the donation of products for a master
class with the well-known chef of Sonseca, Javier
Chozas.

Orgaz
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In addition, following the tradition of previous
years, we collaborate in the IV Roscón Solidario de
Sonseca, to which we provide Christmas products
to complement the tasting of the traditional Kings’
cake.
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In constant dialogue

Sharing knowledge

Relationships of trust are built through continuous dialogue and contact. For this reason we have
communication channels with our main interest groups: shareholders, collaborators, customers and
consumers, suppliers and society. Thanks to this communication we are able to identify their expectations
and needs, and to work to give the appropriate response.
Stakeholders

Communication channels

Attendance at national and international fairs allows us to present our new
products to the market and to know the latest launches and novelties in the sector.
In addition, these forums facilitate the exchange of opinions, create relationships
with potential customers and serve as a trend thermometer.

International fairs

Board meetings
Consolidated financial statements
Annual report
Sustainability report
Corporate website
Monthly newsletter

Shareholders

Interviews and reports
E-mail
Notice board
TVs resting area
Monthly Newsletter
Suggestions mailbox
Corporate website
Annual Meeting
Sustainability Report
Social Networking

Employees

Interviews and stories
Corporate website
Events
Fairs
Sustainability report
Social Networking

Clients

Final consumer

Interviews and stories
Corporate website
Social Networking
E-mail
Sustainability report

Society

Web
Campaigns
Collaboration agreements
Events and forums
Sponsorships
Interviews and stories
Press conferences
Social Networking
Interviews and stories
Corporate website
E-mail
Sustainability report
Social Networking

Suppliers

• Alimentaria, Barcelona: International Food, Beverage & Food Service Exhibition. Alimentaria is an international
event of reference for all the professionals of the referred industry in the food and beverage industry in which
innovation, the latest trends and the internationalization of the sector take center stage.
• M.A.D.E. Fair, Paris. Fair for third party brands M.A.D.E. Although this fair is mainly focused on the French market, in the
last editions has acquired a more international character, helping to retailers and manufacturers to find new products,
establish contacts and discover creative ideas in the world of the private labels.
This year we have confirmed our leadership in the cereal bars market, as well as taking the opportunity to
present our range of chocolate confectionery.
• PLMA, Amsterdam: This is one of the main trade fairs dedicated to the private label. In this fair some representatives
of the MDD and R&D&I departments were present, with the objective of establishing new contacts, strengthen
our relationships with existing customers and discover new trends in the sector.
• ISM, Cologne: It is the most important trade fair for sweets, snacks appetizers in the world, where new products
are exhibited and consumer or distribution trends are discussed.
• GulFood, Dubai: It is the largest food fair in the Middle East. Our Export Department attended this fair to
establish new contacts, capture trends and present our products to potential customers.
• Summer Fancy Food of New York: International Fair of processed and value-added foods, which is the most
important on the east coast of the USA. This is a space in which a wide variety of innovative products and services
are made known to the public and offers great opportunities to establish contacts with industry experts.
• Sial, Canada: Showcase for innovation and business platform in Canada for the food industry, meeting place
for manufacturers, distributors, importers, wholesalers and retailers where they can learn the latest trends in
this sector.
• Cannes TFWA Fair: International meeting in which the main brands come together to identify trends and
opportunities in the global travel retail and duty free industry.
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Acknowledgements

In addition, we actively participate in different associations, forums, programs and initiatives in different fields. The
promotion of entrepreneurship and employability or the development of the social and business network, both local
and national, are among our priorities.
• ALIPROT Project
Delaviuda CG is responsible for coordinating the ALIPROT project. It is a research project aimed at the development
of new healthy foods with high protein content and high carbohydrate content whose main objective is to investigate
the technological and healthy usefulness of different protein sources (dairy, meat, vegetables and seaweed), as well
as its applicability in different food matrices.
• Observatory of Innovation in Employment
Delaviuda CG is a founding partner. The IBE is a private sector initiative, made up of 28 major companies, which aims
to improve the current labor market situation, especially in the youth sector.
• Produlce
Delaviuda CG is part of the Spanish Sweets Association (Produlce), whose mission is to represent and defend the
interests of manufacturers of sweets and candies. Produlce is part of the Spanish Federation of Industries (FIAB) and
the European Association of Chocolate, Biscuit and Confectionery Producers (CAOBISCO).
• Asociación Netmentora Madrid
Delaviuda is a founding member of the Association, which is promoted by Reseau Emprende and is composed of
a significant number of Spanish companies. Its objective is to promote entrepreneurship through training to SMEs.
• Foro Inserta de Castilla-La Mancha
Delaviuda CG is a member of the Advisory Board of this association, which belongs to the ONCE Foundation. Its
objective is to be a space for the exchange, analysis and promotion of CSR policies that are favorable to people with
disabilities among the companies in the region.
• Economic and Social Council of Sonseca
Delaviuda CG is part of the Plenary of the Economic and Social Council of the Sonseca City Council, through Isabel
Sánchez, Communication, Personnel and Corporate General Manager.
• Calidalia
Delaviuda CG is a member of this company, which brings together the main food, beverage and wholesale companies
in Spain. This entity functions as a central purchasing entity.
• Association of family companies of Castilla – La Mancha
Delaviuda Alimentación is a member of this association, which brings together the most important family businesses
in the region. Its objective is to facilitate the continuity of this type of company, by means of the development of the
legal and fiscal environment, the promotion of training and the improvement of the entrepreneur’s image and his
social contribution.
• Alliance7
Through Artenay, Delaviuda CG belongs to the French Federation of food products and specialized nutrition. The
Federation provides a customized support service in the areas of social affairs, food quality and safety, legal and
economic issues, sustainable development and environment.

In a year in which many efforts have been made, we are especially excited to receive awards that motivate us
to continue working, reinforce our commitment and, to a certain extent, ratify the good progress we have made.
• Better Corporate Social Responsibility Policy
This award recognizes the work of the Delaviuda Confectionery Group for dedicating part of its resources to the
society to “make the world a sweeter place.” The initiatives launched in the area of CSR were praised, as well
as the degree of involvement of the entire company. This prize was awarded by the Federación Empresarial
Toledana (Toledo Business Federation) and collected by Alfredo López Rojas, Honorary President of the Group.
• Prize to the “Consumers’ Favorite Product” in the MDD category
TrialPanel, an online community of opinion that connects people, brands and distributors, awarded our
product “Muesli Chocolat Coco”, the “Consumers’ Favorite Product” Award in the MDD category.
• Prize for the Best International Strategy by Actualidad Económica
The readers of Actualidad Económica, a magazine specialized in the economic and business sector, awarded
the Delaviuda Confectionery Group the Best International Strategy Award in the II Edition of the Awards to the
Business Success in Castilla - La Mancha. The presence of our products in more than 70 countries, the growth
of our international business, or the fact of promoting the “turron of Spain” outside our borders are some of the
reasons why we were considered worthy of this award.
• Innoval Awards 2018
To the best “Pleasure Trend” and to the best product in the category of “sweets, confectionery, snacks and
bakery”. The Cubits have triumphed in this year’s edition of Innoval, winning 2 of the 16 awards that were
granted in the prestigious Innoval Awards.

Em p loyability and Entre preneurshi p
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Impact chain

The 17 SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals) of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development place
companies together with states and civil society as key agents of development. With collaboration from all
segments of society, we will move faster towards the 2030 vision of ending poverty in all its forms, reducing
inequality or fighting against climate change.
Sustainable Development Goals

2
Objective

End hunger, achieve
food safety and
improved nutrition and
promote sustainable
agriculture.

Some actions 2017-2018

Objectifs de développement durable

8
Objective

• Donation of food to groups in need
• Food safety certifications
• Responsible Procurement: RSPO,
UTZ

Quelques actions 2017-2018

•P
 articipation in the Association
Promoting sustained,
Netmentora Madrid and Foro
inclusive and
Inserta de Castilla-La Mancha
sustainable economic
growth, full and
productive employment,
and decent work for all.

Foto: Teresa Reyes Maurer

3
Objective

To ensure a healthy
life and to promote the
well-being for all at
all ages

Foto: María Yolanda Sánchez Martín

9

• Collaboration with sports events
• ALIPROT Project
• Development of healthy products
• Development of products with specific
requirements (gluten-free)
• Campaigns for the protection of
health and safety at work among the
workforce

Objective

Building resilient
infrastructures,
promoting inclusive
and sustainable
industrialization
and encouraging
innovation

• Aliprot Project
•W
 e have our own R&D center
• Innovation strategy

Foto: Virginia Martínez Laperche

4
Objective

Ensuring inclusive,
equitable and quality
education and
promoting lifelong
learning opportunities
for all

Foto: Ana María Albu

12
Objective

• Investment in training and staff
development
• Participation

in the Observatory
of Innovation in Employment and
Foro Inserta Castilla-La Mancha
• E qual opportunities policy

Ensuring sustainable
consumption and
production patterns

•P
 ackaging waste prevention plan

Foto: Marina Chauvel

7

Objective

Ensuring access to
affordable, safe,
sustainable and
modern energy for all

Foto: Virginia López Guzmán

13
Objective

• Energy

Efficiency Projects: Hot Pipe
Insulation, Energy Audit

Take urgent action to
combat climate change
and its effects

•A
 udit and energy efficiency projects
•P
 ackaging waste prevention plan

Foto: Ignacio Garcóa-Miguel

Foto: Laura Muñoz
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Efficiency and
competitiveness
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Most relevant projects
The achievement of the strategic objectives of the Group requires
the collaboration of all those who make up Delaviuda. Specifically,
throughout this year, the Operations General Management has
been working on several projects aimed at both the achievement of
strategic challenges and the achievement of maximum efficiency
and competitiveness.
Thus, a production line was designed and put into operation for the new line of products
El Almendro all year round, the necessary changes were made to adapt to the new turron
concepts, as well as to the international quality and food safety legislation and regulations
which endorse us in international markets.
On the other hand, an investment plan was started at the Sonseca plant, which aims to reduce
costs and increase the technologies available for manufacturing new products:
• Paving works were carried out in the production area.
• Expansion works were undertaken to improve the current lines of transformation.
• New machinery and a new production line were acquired.
• Equipment and facilities were technologically improved.
• Computer systems were installed for the control, coordination, monitoring and traceability
of productions.

2.3

improvements
in products,

These

New gluten-free production line
The launch of the new El Almendro all year round range required the purchase of a new line of
manufacturing and packaging of gluten-free products (bars and cubits), which incorporates a new
system of snacks and a chocolate bath. It is an automatic line until the primary wrapping of the bars.
20 people participated in the assembly during a 3 month period.

Conditioning of the new handling area
A new zone for the handling of products was prepared at the Sonseca plant, both for wrapped
product and for bare product, with the dual objective of providing it with the finishes,
facilities and services necessary for proper processing and storage, and also to free space for
the expansion of the raw materials warehouse, with a new organization of areas by allergens
and temperature.
We also carried out other projects that have an impact on the increase in efficiency and competitiveness:
• AAdapting a line of fruit portions to a new format. Adapting different sections of this production line for
manufacturing a new product for one of our main customers.
• New models for planning and forecasting demand.
• Implementation of the Security Office.
• Revision process of the Administrative Area to improve processes and increase the flexibility and agility of the
administrative processes.
• Improvements in the fire-fighting installation. Updating and reinforcement of fire-fighting detection and extinction
measures in production areas.
• Project to capture productivities and weights in several lines and in plant wifi. Technological implementation for
measuring the efficiency of the production lines and the process of reporting weights to the ERP.
• Creation of a more comfortable and pleasant working environment. As part of the cultural transformation
project, measures have been implemented to upgrade the facilities aimed at achieving an improvement in the quality
of life of our employees under the Open Space concept.
- The new offices in Madrid have larger, more modern and brighter facilities.
- The offices in Sonseca have been refurbished, creating open spaces and rooms for work groups.
- The dining room for employees has been renovated, reorganizing the space and adapting the furniture to the needs
of the employees. In addition, a vending machine has been installed.

manufacturing systems, facilities
or information systems mean
an increase in efficiency and
competitiveness.

million euros,
were invested,
80% more than in
the previous year
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Guarantee of quality and food safety

In Delaviuda CG we understand that a great part of our success is due
to the quality of our products. For this reason, we adapt continuously
to the requirements of quality and food safety established in the most
demanding regulations of the market, without sacrificing the taste of
our products.

This year we have harmonized the Quality and Food Safety Policies of Delaviuda and Artenay, which implies the
unification of criteria of both companies and the full integration of Artenay in Delaviuda CG.
Our management system is based on the prestigious standards of quality and food safety IFS Food and BRC Food.

In a company like ours, increasingly internationalized, we must ensure that our products reach their destination
in the best state. At present, the rancidity of the almond before reaching the end of its useful life is one of the
main problems we are facing. For this reason, we are immersed in different projects aimed at identifying the
variety of almonds that presents the best characteristics.
• Investment in Rancimat. It is a machine that accelerates the process of aging of the almond by means of exposure
to elevated temperatures and to a greater volume of air. By means of this method we evaluate the resistance of the
almond to rancidity, which allows us to determine the best varieties for the elaboration of the products that we
export to other countries.
• Project of packaging of cakes and portions of hard turron in modified atmospheres. The oxygen causes the
rancidity of the almond fat, so if we manage to pack the product in an atmosphere lacking oxygen, we will slow
it down. The purpose of this study is to identify which type of film is more impermeable to the entry of oxygen.
On the other hand, work is being done to optimize the analysis of products and processes.
Improvements are oriented to the frequency in the analysis and the computerized recording of the data.

Strategic lines of the Quality Policy
Continue to lead the field of Christmas turrons and sweets
Internationalization of our business
Product and process innovation
Long-term sustainability
Human Capital Development

Optimization of
product and process analysis

• We have achieved Tesco’s “blue” rating, which proves that we operate in accordance with the standards of
quality of the market, since only 10% of its suppliers have such a qualification. In addition, it endorses us
before potential clients in the United Kingdom and the rest of the European Union.
• We passed without any non-conformities the Food & Drug Administration (FDA) audit, carried out in order
to verify our compliance with the new Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA). This helps us in our process of
internationalization, given that compliance with this new legislation is essential in order to be able to export
to the United States.
• We have halved the average number of non-conformities compared to the previous year.
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Responsibility with our suppliers

Quality, food safety, service and price are essential criteria that we
demand from our suppliers, given that they have a direct impact on the
success of our products.
During this year, we worked with 306 suppliers, of which 75% are local suppliers from Spain or France. This
information reaffirms the commitment of Delaviuda CG with the communities where we have a presence.
Most of the purchases are destined to obtain raw materials (79%), mainly of nuts, while the remaining 21%
is dedicated to the supply of materials for the packaging of the products.

% Purchase of raw materials by type

General document
request

Evaluation of risks
by the Purchasing
Department

Suppliers with food
safety certification
Suppliers without
certification and with
high risk

Eligible
Audit with
Delaviuda staff

Raw material
suppliers: additional
documentation

Others

Approved
Suppliers

17,4%
Boxes

47%

Others

Eligible/Non
eligible

181

% Purchase of materials by type

9,3%
33%

Main phases of the homologation process

Nuts

15

new approved
Suppliers

7%

37,1%

Cereal

Film

Cases

Chocolate

suppliers

As a step prior to their hiring, our suppliers
must meet a series of requirements, which
are included in our process of approval
and evaluation of suppliers.

75%

local suppliers

raw
materials

1

packaging

36,2%

13%

306

14

In order to guarantee that our suppliers comply with the
most demanding requirements, the Purchasing Department
requests the following documents from suppliers: Sanitary
registration, product data sheet, safety data sheet (if applicable), certificates of quality food safety and sample of product.
In addition, depending on the product, certain certifications are required. For example, gluten-free certificate for gluten-free products
or the BIO certificate for BIO (organic) products.
Raw material suppliers must send additional information about the
product (origin, recipe, present allergens and traces or information
about pollutants).
Next, the Purchasing Department makes an assessment of the risks
according to the type of product, the quality control results at reception, the quality of materials in process (if we have had any incidence
in production) and the logistics (dates and delivery quantities).
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100%
of evaluated
suppliers

2,2% 86,64%
audited
suppliers

of
suppliers with
at least one
certification

In pursuit of environmental efficiency

All suppliers who come into contact with food must pass a risk assessment regarding food safety.
In case the supplier has a food safety certification, he is considered suitable and does not have to pass further
audits. If the supplier does not have such certification and, in addition, the raw material he supplies has a high
risk for food safety, our staff will carry out an audit.
Ce processus d’audit comprend des tests liés à la sécurité alimentaire et d’autres aspects tels que le respect des
This audit process includes evidence related to food safety, and also the revision of other aspects such as respect
for human rights, health and safety at work, ethics, sustainability and the environment.

Delaviuda CG is aware of the importance of making growth needs
compatible with the rational use of resources to guarantee the
sustainability of the environment. Therefore, it focuses on the reduction
of consumption, the sustainable supply of raw materials, the reduction
of food waste and other waste.

Sustainable supply practices

Environmental Performance DCG

2016-2017

2017-2018

Variation

Electrical energy consumption (KWh)
Water consumption (thousand m 3)
Hazardous waste (tons)
Non-hazardous waste (tons)

12,528,233
19,892
6.43
1,891

11,646,483
21,885
3.391
1,270

-7%
1%
-47%
-33%

50%

of the cocoa paste
that we buy is sustainable

-7%

CIn Delaviuda CG our commitment translates into having the following certifications:

of electrical
energy consumption

• RSPO (Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil). This certification proves that the production has respected the
labor rights of the indigenous communities and that the palm oil comes from sustainable sources.
• UTZ. Certification of sustainable cultivation of cocoa, coffee and tea. This sustainability program enables
producers to improve the productivity and quality of their products, respecting people and the environment.
Through this certification we ensure the responsible origin of the cocoa used for our products.
• AB Agriculture Biologique. This French certification obtained by Artenay confirms that at least 95% of the
ingredients used for the elaboration of products come from organic production and are produced in the EU. It
also certifies that the products have been manufactured in accordance with the European standard EN 45011.

1

Hazardous waste from Delaviuda Alimentación not included.
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Energy efficiency

Waste management

In the previous year an energy audit was carried out, with the aim of knowing the state of the facilities and addressing
a plan that helps improve the building’s energy efficiency and contributes to the overall objective of sustainability and
environmental responsibility of the Group.

100% and 50% of organic waste from Artenay and
Delaviuda, respectively, was destined to the manufacture of animal

In 2018, the following measures to improve energy efficiency stood out:

feed.

• Substitution of gas oil with natural gas in steam boilers
According to the audit, 38% of the energy consumed corresponds to the consumption of diesel. For this reason, one of
the improvements has been to replace diesel with natural gas in the “marquesas” oven.
• Replacement of a cooler
Another point of improvement identified in the audit relates to the coolers. There are currently five coolers for air
conditioning that present a high consumption of energy. This year, one of the coolers has been replaced by a more
modern and efficient one. The estimated energy saving is 156,885 kWh/year, which is also equivalent to a reduction in
emissions of 42,359 CO2/year.

100% of cardboard materials have been recycled
81,5% of plastic materials have been recycled
Waste Delaviuda CG

(Tn)

973.64

700.73

829.42

7,788,582

7,989,935

The reduction of waste is one of the main goals
set during this year. Hereafter, the origin of the
waste:

Delaviuda Alimentación

2016-2017

DLV energy intensity
Alimentation (kWh)

% Hazardous waste

5,82%
8,62%

1,74%

Banal industrial waste

7,06%

Plastic

Resin

9,71%

0,09%
Batteries

42,46%

Fat and oil
mixtures

1,03%

Fluorescent Aerosol 0,89%
sprays Oil waste
tubes

Organic

0,70

0,73

Artenay

2017-2018

% Non hazardous waste

15,62%

Cardboard
2016-2017

573.44

2016-2017
2017-2018

DLV energy consumption
Alimentación (kWh)

2017-2018

89,19%

17,77%

Contaminated
packaging

MSW
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During the year, various waste reduction actions were carried out within the framework of the Container Waste
Prevention Plan (2015-2017), carried out by Delaviuda and Ecoembes. Thus, the production of 1,242 kg of plastic
materials, paper and cardboard has been prevented.
Policy
Eliminate		
Eliminate		
Eliminate		
Eliminate		
Eliminate		
Eliminate		

Container material

Size

Plastics
Plastics
Paper/Cardboard
Paper/Cardboard
Paper/Cardboard
Paper/Cardboard

Eliminating packaging elements.
Eliminating packaging elements.
Eliminating packaging elements.
Eliminating packaging elements.
Eliminating packaging elements.
Eliminating packaging elements.

Material
reduction (kg)
647
132
96
72
223
72

Thanks to the plan for the
prevention of packaging waste,

779 kg
463 kg
of plastic and

Circular economy
In Delaviuda we contribute to build an
increasingly efficient economy in the use of
resources through reuse, reduction or recycling
initiatives.
Some examples are given below.
•Reducing
Regarding the reduction of waste, Delaviuda CG has invested in a RANCIMAT team that, among other aspects,
will help to increase the durability of the product.
•Reusing
During this year we have prevented 741 tons of organic waste from being sent to landfill, and instead it has been
used to manufacture animal feed. Another of the initiatives consisted of making the computer screens that were
to be renovated available for the personal use of the workers.
100% of the monitors were allocated.
•Recycling
Delaviuda Alimentación has been working for years with Ecoembes on recycling and packaging plans or on the
use of more sustainable materials.

Looking to the future
In order to continue improving, Delaviuda CG participated in the Marcus Evans’ international summit event in
which packaging managers from large companies such as Coca-Cola, Pepsi, Unilever or Nestlé, spoke about the
latest developments in packaging sustainability, such as the zerowaste movement.

Paper/Cardboard
were eliminated

On the other hand, at the plant in France, efforts have been made to reduce waste during the production stage
through improvements in the processes. In addition, workshops have been held to raise awareness among
workers about the generation of waste.

Building an economy more and more efficient
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Making the world a sweeter place

www.delaviudacg.com

Contact details
C/ Cardenal Marcelo Spínola, 2, 3ª planta
28016 Madrid
departamentoRSC@delaviuda.com

